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1. Introduction 
The 21st century is a period of information explosion in which information has become a 
very important strategic resource, and so the task of information security has become 
increasing important. Cryptography is the most important component part of the 
infrastructure of communication security and computer security. However, there are many 
latent defects in some of the classical cryptography technology of modern cryptography - 
such as RSA and DES algorithms - which have been broken by some attack programs. Some 
encryption technology may set a trap door, giving those attackers who understand this trap 
door the ability to decipher this kind of encryption technology. This information 
demonstrates that modern cryptography encryption technology based on mathematical 
problems is not so reliable as before. 
The relation between cryptography and molecular biology was originally irrelevant, but 
with the in-depth study of modern biotechnology and DNA computing, these two 
disciplines begin to work together more closely. DNA cryptography and information 
science was born after research in the field of DNA computing field by Adleman; it is a new 
field and has become the forefront of international research on cryptography. Many scholars 
from all over the world have done a large number of studies on DNA cryptography. In 
terms of hiding information, there are such results as “Hiding messages in DNA microdots,” 
“Cryptography with DNA binary strands” and so on. In terms of DNA algorithms, there are 
such results as “A DNA-based, bimolecular cryptography design,” “Public-key system 
using DNA as a one-way function for key distribution,” “DNASC cryptography system” 
and so on. However, DNA cryptography is an emerging area of cryptography and many 
studies are still at an early stage. 
DNA Cryptography is based on biological problems: in theory, a DNA computer will not 
only has the same computing power as a modern computer but will also have a potency 
and function which traditional computers cannot match. First, DNA chains have a very 
large scale of parallelism, and its computing speed could reach 1 billion times per second; 
second, the DNA molecule - as a carrier of data - has a large capacity. It seems that one 
trillion bits of binary data can be stored in one cubic decimetre of a DNA solution; third, a 
DNA molecular computer has low power consumption, only equal to one-billionth of a 
traditional computer. 
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2. Technology and software  
DNA cryptography is a subject of study about how to use DNA as an information carrier 
and it uses modern biotechnology as a measure to transfer ciphertext into plaintext. Thus, 
biotechnology plays an important role in the field of DNA cryptography. In this part we will 
introduce some of the DNA biotechnology and software of the field of DNA. 
2.1 Gel electrophoresis 
Electrophoresis is a phenomenon where one charge moves in the opposite direction of its 
electrode in an electric field. This is an important method for the separation, identification 
and purification of DNA fragments. At present, there are two kinds of medium: agarose and 
polyacrylamide. Both of these can be made for a gel with different sizes, shapes and 
diameter. In causing electrophoresis on different devices, we call it either agarose gel 
electrophoresis or polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. When DNA molecules go through the 
sieves which are formed by the gel, the short DNA molecule moves faster than the longer 
one and so we can discriminate between them easily. 
2.2 The technology of DNA fragment assembly 
DNA fragment assembly is a technology which attempts to reconstruct a large number of 
DNA fragments into the original long chain of DNA. In order to solve the limit of the length 
of the sequence, the researchers developed this technology. The measures are as follows: 
First, the researchers amplified the DNA chain and got lots of backup; second, they obtained 
a large number of short DNA fragments by cutting the DNA long chain at random locations; 
finally, the researchers recombined the DNA fragments - which have an overlapping part - 
back into the original DNA chain. This strategy is called “shotgun sequencing.” 
2.3 DNA chip technology 
DNA chip technology is to the manuscript should be presented without any additional 
comments in the margins.synthesis oligo probe on solid substrates or else directly solidifies 
a large amount of a DNA probe in an orderly fashion on the surface of substrates using the 
method of micro-printing. It then hybridises with the labelled sample, through the testing 
and analysis of the hybridised signal, so as to get the genetic information (the gene order 
and the information it gives) about the sample. Since silicon computer chips are usually 
used as solid substrates, it is called a DNA chip. 
DNA chip encryption technology has two layers of security: one layer is provided by the 
limitations of biotechnology and it is also the security that the system primarily based on. 
The other layer is that of computing security - even if an attacker breaks through the first 
layer of security - in the case where they do not have the decipher key - they must have 
strong computing power and data storage capacity in order to decipher the DNA chip. 
Now, the encryption progress of DNA chip technology will be presented. 
2.4 PCR technology 
PCR Technology is also called “polymerase chain reaction” and it is a rapid amplification 
technology of DNA. Because it is very difficult to manipulate small amounts of DNA, PCR 
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Technology usually used to amplify the DNA which has been determined. In practice, DNA 
amplification techniques include cloning. The amplification efficiency of PCR is very high, 
and can amplify a large number of chosen DNA in a short period of time. Moreover, PCR 
will achieve the amplification by using natural nucleotide molecules. In order to achieve 
PCR amplification, the experimenter needs to know the sequence of the chosen DNA chain, 
and use it to design primers for amplification. Actually, the primer is also a DNA sequence 
which contains a number of nucleotides. It is certain that the primer can be amplified for the 
chosen DNA. In short, the PCR process can be divided into two stages:  
1. The design of two primers, separately loaded onto the target DNA in the beginning and 
at the end;  
2. The finding of the target DNA under the action of the polymerase and its amplification. 
2.5 The DNA code  
DNA is the genetic material of eukaryotes, with a double-helix molecular structure and two 
single-strands parallel to each other. DNA is something which is called a polymer, which 
composed of many small nucleotides. Each nucleotide consists of three parts:  
1. The Nitrogenous bases;  
2. Deoxyribose;  
3. Phosphate. 
DNA coding is a new area of cryptography which has appeared in recent years along with 
DNA computing research. Originally there was no connection between these two disciplines 
-- cryptography and molecular biology (also known as genetics or genomics). However, 
with the study of DNA - especially after Adleman put forward DNA computing in 1994 - 
and with more in-depth study, this research can be used in the field of information security. 
Ultimately, DNA cryptography appeared only gradually. DNA cryptography is built on 
DNA - which is an information carrier - and modern biotechnology for its tools, and it 
achieves the encryption process by the use of the characteristics of DNA of massive 
parallelism and high storage density. In addition, the reason why we can combine 
cryptography and molecular biology is the encoded plaintext, which can combine the 
computer and the use of molecular biological techniques, such as polymerase chain 
reactions, polymerisation overlapping amplification, affinity chromatography, cloning, 
mutagenesis, molecular purification, electrophoresis, magnetic bead separation and other 
techniques of molecular biology, and then obtain the final ciphertext. Most importantly, 
DNA code abandons that traditional cryptography which uses the intractable mathematical 
problem of the security guarantee, instead using the limited nature of the learning of 
biology. In theory, DNA code is mainly based on the biology’s limitations for security, and 
has nothing to do with computing ability; as such, it is immune to the attacks of both 
modern computers and even the quantum computers of the future. Therefore, many 
scholars have already started to study the better encryption effect of DNA code. 
2.6 The chaos code 
Chaos will be included in the example of the chapter, and so we discuss the chaotic system 
only simply, leading to two tracks from two initial points concerning such systems. 
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Sometimes these tracks will infinitely close, and sometimes they are away from each other. 
Both cases will appear numerous times - this indicates that the system’s long-term 
behaviour has no rules. It is a pseudo-random phenomenon which can be used in 
cryptography. 
A chaotic system has three key advantages: 
 The sensitive dependence on initial conditions;  
 The critical level. This is the point of non-linear events;  
 The fractal dimension, which shows the unity of order and disorder.  
Usually, it is a self-feedback system and so this leads to the system itself being unable to 
forecast for the long-term. 
At present, many chaotic cryptosystems have been used in the iterative process in order to 
complete data encryption or decryption. The security of ciphertext mainly benefits from the 
effect of chaotic dynamics. The more dimensions the equation has, the greater the security 
that will be obtained. However, the time of encryption or decryption will increase, and the 
ciphertext will soon become longer. Chaotic encryption mainly uses the random sequence - 
generated by the chaotic system’s iteration - as an impact sequence of the encryption 
transform. This sequence inherits the pseudo-randomness of the chaotic system. Moreover, 
it can make and spread confusion and it does not identify characteristics of the obtained 
ciphertext after the use of this sequence to treat the plaintext. This is a great challenge for 
cryptanalysts. Therefore, the chaos code has been used in some encryption recently. 
2.7 Software 
DNA fragment stitching software - the DNA Baser Sequence Assembler. The DNA Baser 
Sequence Assembler is used for splicing DNA fragments fatly. It should be noted that we 
must prepare some DNA fragments for splicing before using this software.  
3. Biological problems 
An unintelligible problem in biology is due to the limits of human cognitive and 
experimental means as well as the problems which have resulted from other scientific laws 
and which will not be solved in the visible future. 
The known biological problems are, mainly: 
1. That we do not know the proper primers at present: it is difficult in that we have to 
separate the unknown and specific sequences of DNA from the unknown mixed liquids 
of DNA and then sequence them. In the literature, by using DNA synthesis, PCR 
amplification and DNA digital coding adequately, and with the combination of 
traditional cryptography, Guangzhao Cui proposed a DNA-based encryption scheme. 
Unfortunately, the author did not make an adequate difficulty of this biological 
problem. Therefore, the lack of difficult problems in the literature does not provide 
sufficient reliability and theoretical support.  
2. We have to perform completely accurate sequencing in order to decipher the unknown 
hybrid DNA (PNA) probe information where the DNA chip (microarray) is only a 
different nucleotide arrangement. This is the second biological problem. 
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Now there are two main types of sequencing method:  
1. The Maxam-Gilber method, which has also been known as the “chemical degradation 
method;”  
2. The Sanger method, which is also known as the “enzyme method.”  
Neither of the two methods are suitable for sequencing a little of the unknown mixed 
sequence of a DNA chip. 
In the literature, the author had a discussion as to this problem. He proposed a non-
deterministic symmetric encryption system – DANSC-based on this problem. Generally 
speaking, the biological problem in the literature depends on the sequencing technology, 
which is still in the primary stages and has its own weaknesses. This will generate a hidden 
danger when we build the encryption scheme; what is more, the DANSC will also likely face 
a fate of being cracked in the future. 
Of course, there are other difficult biological problems that can be used in DNA 
cryptography which will be discovered in the future.  
4. Analysis DNA encryption which is based on PCR amplification technology 
4.1 DNA encoding scheme 
In the field of information science, the most basic encoding method is binary encoding. This 
is because everything can be encoded by the two states of 0 and 1. However, for DNA there 
are four basic units:  
1. Adenine (A);  
2. Thymine (T);  
3. Cytosine (C);  
4. Guanine (G).  
The easiest way to encode is to represent these four units as four figures:  
1. A(0) –00; 
2. T(1) –01;  
3. C(2)–10;  
4. G(3)–11.  
Obviously, by these encoding rules, there are 4! = 24 possible encoding methods. For DNA 
encoding, it is necessary to reflect the biological characteristics and pairing principles of the 
four nucleotides. Based on this principle, we know that: 
A(0) – 00 and G(3) – 11 make pairs,  
T(1) – 01 and C(2) – 10 make pairs.  
In these 24 programs, there are only 8 programs  
0123/CTAG,  
0123/CATG,  
0123/GTAC,  
0123/GATC,  
0123/TCGA,  
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0123/TGCA,  
0123/ACGT,  
0123/AGCT match the DNA pair of a complementary principle. The coding scheme should 
be consistent with the weight of a molecular chain, so we get that 0123/CTAG is the best 
encoding scheme. 
4.2 Encryption process 
If the encrypter wants to encrypt the plaintext, he first needs to transform the plaintext by 
using the code rules. Next, he obtains the DNA sequence with its base sequence represented a 
special meaning and he then uses the biotechnology and - according to DNA sequences - 
artificially synthesises the DNA chain as the target DNA. After this, he can design the 
appropriate primers as the key. When the sender has the key, he loads them onto the target 
DNA for its strand and end according to the sequence synthesis primers of the primer. On this 
basis, we use DNA technology to cut and splice, and implant this DNA to a long DNA chain. 
Finally, he adds an interfered DNA chain, namely the common DNA chain. The sequence of 
these chains does not contain any meaningful information. 
4.3 Analysis of DNA encryption based on PCR technology 
4.3.1 Safety analysis 
For this encryption scheme - and because the ciphertext includes the DNA chain for the carrier, 
its message will be represented by the base sequence of the DNA chain. When the 
cryptographers intercept the ciphertext, what is obtained is a DNA mixture in which there is a 
lot of confusion in the DNA chain. As with the technology of PCR itself, this technology has 
high requirements for the correctness of the primers of the sequence. If starting amplification 
experiment, then it is impossible to try to find out the target gene without knowing of the 
primer sequence. Because, in this case, (if) cryptographers designed the primer by themselves, 
then first, they do not know the molecule length of the correct primer. For any different length 
that they have, they will get the wrong message. Even if the length is right, and supposing 
there are 25 base sequences, in theory there will be 425 kinds of primers. If cryptographers 
experiment on them one by one - and they assume that taking one PCR amplification requires 
2 or 3 hours - they would need 1027 years to finish it. This is impossible. 
However, only using DNA Encryption based on PCR Technology is not always safe, 
because the plaintext and the converted DNA are in a one-to-one relationship, and the 
ciphertext contains the plaintext’s unique statistical properties. In this case, the cryptanalyst 
can decipher it though statistical attacks, giving the password a security risk. 
4.3.2 Feasibility analysis of the experimental operation 
The primers that are designed must comply with the following principles: 
1. Specificity. 
Primers should be arranged in a specific way - especially with regard to the amplified target 
sequences between the two primers - and we should make sure of at least a 30% difference 
and the arrangement of 8 consecutive Bases cannot be the same; 
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2. Length. 
Statistical calculations indicate that the 17 base sequences in the human DNA are likely to 
occur at one time, and so the primer length general controls more than 17; however, it 
cannot have unlimited length and at most it cannot longer than 30 Bases sequence. Usually, 
the best length is 20 to 24 Bases. This length of DNA primer has a strong stability when 
reacting, and does not produce hybrids; 
3. The content of C and G bases. 
The content of C + G needs to be controlled at 40% to 60% so as to avoid containing too 
many bases polymers, and the percentage of the C + G in the two primers should be similar; 
4. Random Distribution of bases. 
The distribution of bases in the primer should be random so as to avoid more than three 
consecutive identical bases; 
5. The primer Itself. 
The complementary sequence should not appear in the primer sequence itself, and if it 
cannot be avoided we must ensure that there are less than 3 bases in a complementary 
situation, at the very least; 
6. Between the Primers. 
Each primer should avoid appearing in the complementary sequence; 
7. The End of Primer 3’. 
Not using Base A at the 3’ end, because A has a high rate of mismatch, and it cannot make 
any modification at the 3’ end; 
8. The End of Primer 5’. 
The 5’ end of the primer limits the length of PCR amplification’s product, but it is less 
demanding and some fluorescent markings can be modified. 
Because PCR primer design is a crucial part of the technology, and because the use of PCR 
technology is at the core of this encryption algorithm - as well as for its safety and security 
conditions - if we use inappropriate PCR primers, it will lead to experiment failure. 
Therefore, the design of the primers must comply with the above principles. Here, we can 
use the biological expertise software to help design the primers. The software called - Primer 
Premier 5.0. 
5. The united chaos encryption algorithm based on the logistic map and the 
henon map 
5.1 Research for the logistic map 
The logistic map is the most widely used chaotic map. It is a one-dimensional chaotic map 
with the advantages of a high efficiency and simplicity. A logistic map is defined as: 
 
1 (1 )n n nx x x     ,  (0,4), 0,1,...n    (1) 
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We use Parameter λ and the initial value x0 as a key. Parameter λ can be divided into three 
parts and start parameter validation. Make x0 equals to a random value of 0.79284, and then 
take the above data into formula 1 which is as the defination of a logistic map, and making it 
iterate 100 times. Next, make a picture to analyse each x. There are three kinds of situations, 
as follows:  
When λ ∈ (0,1) and where we have a random value for λ=0.5789757497. Then we iterate it 
100 times and the value is shown in Figure 1. We can see that after 10 times, the values of x 
have tended to 0. Here, it is already doesn’t have any random features which the chaos 
should have. 
 
Fig. 1. Logistic experiment 1 
When λ ∈(1,2) and where we have a random value for λ= 1.8438643285. As shown in Figure 
2, in the case of 100 iterations, the value of x after 10 times is little changed. However, the 
data shows that if we take 17 decimal places after the decimal point for x, the top 15 are 
identical, but only the last two have subtle differences. And the following value of x became 
periodicity,(And always became periodicity,) these values are 0.45766074838406956, 
0.45766074838406962, 0.45766074838406973. It is always these three numbers, and so the 
overall system does not appear to have the features of chaos. 
When λ ∈(2,3) and where we have a random value for λ= 2.4829473982. As shown in 
Figure 3, it is a similar situation for λ ∈(1,2) when, after 10 iterations, the figure tends to be 
stable. The data shows that there are two numbers in circulation: 0.59725284525763811 
and 0.59725284525763822, and the overall system does not appear to have the features of 
chaos. 
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Fig. 2. Logistic experiments 2 
When λ ∈(3,3.6) and where we have a random value for λ= 3.3483997432. It is iterated 100 
times, as is shown in Figure 4: the value of x has relatively large fluctuations and becomes a 
discrete state. However, the data shows that although the value of x is volatile, it is still a 
circulation. Moreover, although this periodicity is not as obviou as the former two have, it 
still has some implications for encryption security. 
When λ ∈(3.6,4) and where we have a random value for λ= 3.8374666542. The value of x 
after it is iterated 100 times is shown in Figure 5. We can see that the value of x has a more 
significant fluctuation. After analysis, it was shown that this result is not a circulation. As 
such, this system will be a chaotic system. 
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Fig. 3. Logistic experiments 3 
 
Fig. 4. Logistic experiments 4 
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Fig. 5. Logistic experiments 5 
5.2 The united chaos encryption algorithm based on logistic map and henon map 
We can add a two-dimensional chaotic map in the circumstances that ensures that the 
efficiency is not too bad. This chaotic map is called a Henon map. We can use it to start 
encryption united with a Logistic map. Moreover, this can be achieved without losing 
efficiency while strengthening its security. 
A Henon map as a two-dimensional chaotic map, and its equation is: 
 
2
1
1
1n n n
n n
X Y a X
Y b X


      
 (2) 
When using this map, we need to set initial values for x0 and x1 and the parameters a and b. 
The algorithm flow is shown in Figure 6. 
This chaotic system is used mainly to generate a chaotic sequence of random numbers. It 
could have chaotic characteristics. The purpose of using this chaotic system is in the pre-
treatment of the encrypted plaintext. The whole of the algorithm’s flow of chaotic pre-
processing is:  
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Fig. 6. The algorithm flow 
1. Make an encoding conversion for the encrypted plaintext; transfer the ASCII code 
which corresponds to the plaintext character into n-bit binary code; 
2. Use the n-bit pseudo-random number sequence which is produced by the chaotic 
system to conduct XOR with the plaintext’s binary sequences. All of these sequences are 
0, 1 sequences. Obtain the binary sequences after treatment; 
3. Obtain the DNA chain by using the digital coding rules of DNA to transfer these binary 
sequences into a DNA base sequence. 
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The entire process shown in Figure 7: 
 
Fig. 7. XOR processing 
5.3 Security verification 
1. Key Analysis 
In this encryption system, as a key, the initial values are xl0 = 0.3, xh0 = 0.5, xh1 = 0.4 and the 
three parameters of the chaotic maps are λ = 3.8264775543, a = 1.3649226742, b = 0.3. The 
initial value range of these two parameters is (0, 1) and the value is a real number. The 
logistic map’s parameter has a value in the range of (3.6, 4). In the two parameters of the 
Henon map, one is the fixed value for b=0.3, the other parameter we assume it to a. 
Moreover, its value range had better be in (1.07, 1.4), as this range can better reflect the 
characteristics of chaos. Sensitivity can be reflected in the key, and now we keep all of the 
parameters of the encryption system at a correct value, only changing λ = 3.8264775543 to λ 
= 3.8264775544 for the logistic map. We add 10-10, which means that we only change a tenth 
of a decimal number. Next, we take this kind of key into the chaotic system in order to have 
it decrypted. The result is shown in Figure 8. 
 
Fig. 8. Decrypt results of the wrong key. 
2. Statistical analysis 
Generally the message of plaintext is text or other information and they all follow certain 
statistical laws, such as in English words the letters r, a, e, etc. have a high frequency of use, 
but letters q, z, u, etc. do not. It is a law of English words, and so it brings some security risk 
to the password. If the encrypted ciphertext still has the characteristics of these statistics, it is 
easy for statistical attacks. Next, we use encryption to analyse an English article -- Martin 
Luther King's speech “I have a dream.”  
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The original is shown in Figure 9. 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 9. Plaintext examples 
We analyse this article, and add up the letters in terms of the number of their occurrence. 
As is shown in Figure 10, we found that the frequency of letters that appear in each word 
is not the same. The letter e occurs the most, the letter o is second, and so on. In this 
article, we cannot find the letters q and z. So, the statistical law is very clear and the 
cryptanalyst can make attack according to the number of times the characters appear in 
the ciphertext. 
 
Fig. 10. Statistical laws of the letters in plaintext. 
In this case, we use the chaotic system and its key to encrypt the article. The encrypted file is 
shown in Figure 11. The figure told us that after encryption the article - which is also called 
the ciphertext - has a lot of confusing characters. Equally, they do not have any statistical 
features: all of the characters are randomly distributed and they do not follow any law. So, 
this kind of encryption has the ability to avoid statistical attacks. 
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Fig. 11. Example of ciphertext. 
6. A new cryptographic algorithms based on PCR and chaos optimisation 
6.1 Encryption system design 
6.1.1 Key generation 
In this encryption system, we use the united keys instead of a single key. The key is divided 
into two parts: the first part is a PCR technique used in the primers, with the primer 
sequences as a key - KeyA; The second part concerns the initial conditions and parameters 
which are used in the chaotic system, and the system is called KeyB. 
The password system is the most important which relies on bio-security. As such, the DNA 
code of the key has the requirement of high quality. However, in the united key, key KeyB is 
related with the DNA code. For the generation of KeyA, KeyA is a string of bases of the 
DNA sequence, which is used for the PCR amplification primers. Password security and 
systems can be realised, which is determined by the success of the primer design system. 
Accordingly, the design of this key is very important. If the key is designed strictly 
according to the design principles of the design primer, it will cause limited limitation of 
primer shortage space. Therefore, the primer design of the encryption system is designed by 
software Primer Premier 5.0, which is used in biological simulation.  
The design shown in Figure 12: 
 
Fig. 12. Key preparation processes  
For the production of KeyB, we select the appropriate parameters in the chaotic system as 
keys. The parameter selection rules have been talked about in the preamble, so it need not 
be repeated. For the median of the parameters selected, this can be based on the security of 
encryption strength in order to develop the key’s length. 
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6.1.2 Encryption process 
The message sender is also called the encrypter: after completing the key design it begins to 
encrypt the plaintext and makes a ciphertext.  
1. Explicating that which is converted into binary code;  
2. Using the DNA encoding rule pre-treatment the binary code for chaos;  
3. Bringing KeyB into the chaotic system to produce the chaotic pseudo-random number 
sequence;  
4. Operating the sequence and the plaintext sequence corresponding to the binary by XOR 
so as obtain the processed binary sequence.  
This binary sequence is divided into n sub-sequences and the specific number is decided by 
the length of the ciphertext. The pair sequence is numbered l1, l2…ln and is followed by the 
following operations: 
l1⊕l2 = s2, 
s2⊕l3 = s3 
… 
sn-1⊕ln = sn 
Get s2, s3, …, sn n-1 sequences and then l1, s2, s3, …, sn, and its subscript number of these 
sequences. The sequences were added to each sequence at the beginning. Next, the sequence 
was transformed into a DNA base sequence according to DNA coding. The coding rules are 
0123/CTAG (it has been illustrated in the fourth part of this chapter). Afterwards, select the 
stand-n-primer from that obtained in the previous primer sequence step added to the front 
of the sequence. The ciphertext sequence propagated successfully. It is shown in Figure 13. 
 
Fig. 13. Encryption Process 
The use of biological experimental techniques - using mainly artificial DNA synthesis 
technology - see the formation of DNA sequences into short-chain DNA synthesis. Next, 
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using cutting and splicing, the DNA technology is used to make short-chain n-DNA, 
splicing into a long DNA template chain. We complete this long-chain DNA system and add 
it to the DNA mixture. In the DNA mixture there are many different lengths of DNA, such 
as interference DNA. The ciphertext is thereby produced. 
6.1.3 Decryption process 
First, the cracker has to get KeyA using key information that is obtained from safe prior 
sources and then carry out PCR amplification. For the second step, the DNA to be amplified 
will be selected by using electrophorus and these DNA have the information we need. For 
the third step, through the sequencing of the DNA chain, we can draw the corresponding 
DNA sequence. For the fourth step, the DNA sequence was restored to a binary sequence by 
the DNA encoding. At this time, the obtained binary sequence is l1，s2，s3，…，sn in the 
encrypted process. After sorting it is then calculated: 
sn-1⊕sn = ln  
… 
s2⊕s3= l3  
l1⊕s2= l2 
We can get l1，l2…ln. For the fifth step, the binary sequences are spliced together, and we 
can get a sequence that is a clear binary sequence after the sequence of the pre-treated. For 
the sixth step - the building of the chaotic system - we bring the parameters of KeyB into the 
chaotic system. After these operations, we can obtain a binary sequence corresponding to 
the plaintext. For the seventh step, through transcending and the restoration of the character 
data, we can get clear.  
The entire process is shown in Figure 14. 
 
Fig. 14. Decryption Process 
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Now, the information transmission process is over. When the sender sends a successful 
message, the receiver will get safe information and they will get plaintext. 
7. Analysis of cryptographic algorithms 
7.1 Key space 
The size of the key space is very important for the security of the encryption system. A good 
cryptographic algorithm should have enough key space to ensure its safety. The traditional 
encryption schemes of the PCR amplification technology of encrypted DNA witnesses a 
problem where it does not have enough key space. As such, we present three ways for 
improving the security problem of the system. 
1. Using a method for combining PCR technology and chaos technology. 
2. If we do not know the correct primers, we cannot start PCR amplification and, at the 
same, we cannot obtain the DNA which has the plaintext information. This is the 
feature of encryption system we described above and on security issues this method 
will be more stronger  than others. 
3. This encryption system is a common encryption system for the combination of DNA 
code and chaotic encryption. Here, we use a chaotic system to pre-treat the plaintext. 
This encryption system has the three above features and it can adjust to the size of the entire 
key space dynamically, and especially to the key of the adjusted DNA code. 
7.2 Features and benefits of the system 
In this system, we use chaotic encryption for encryption systems dealing with plaintext. This 
encrypted system eliminates the statistic rules in plaintext and loads chaotic encryption into 
DNA code. This means that the DNA code has the same advantages that traditional 
encryption has. As such, security has been improved. Even if the attacker deciphered the 
DNA code, he will still face a lot of chaos code that it would be necessary to decrypt. This 
increases the difficulty of decryption. In order to be a new type of encryption system, DNA 
code is based on a different security to the traditional code. Accordingly, we can obtain a 
complementary effect when we combined these two systems. 
8. Conclusion 
This paper mainly discusses DNA Cryptography and one example algorithm, analysing the 
encryption algorithm of the PCR-based amplification technology of DNA, improving 
security and the key space, and it provides an operational test of it. In order to solve the key 
space-constrained problem that the PCR amplification technology of DNA has, the authors 
used a method for building a chaotic system. This system includes a logistic chaotic map 
and a Henon chaotic map. We can generate a chaotic pseudo-random sequence which could 
handle the plaintext for eliminating the statistical rules in it with the two maps. On the one 
hand, it makes the encryption algorithm immune of statistical attack. On the other hand, it 
increases the key space. After using the binary code of the message of plaintext to make an 
XOR operation, we can obtain a new binary code. We can then ensure an increase in the 
number of primers, and we add some primers to it; this is one of the primers’ features. After 
all of this, we have increased the security of the entire system.  
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In addition, during the PCR amplification experiment, if the amplified target DNA is too 
long, it may lead to a failure of the amplification. In this encryption algorithm, we separate 
the binary code of the plaintext into many small sequences. In this manner, we guarantee 
that the amplification could be carried out smoothly during its operation. 
This chapter used the encryption instance to describe all of the encryption algorithm. 
Moreover, we have analysed each encryption effect. Finally, we analysed the security and 
operability of the entire system, and used biology software to demonstrate the bio-security 
of the analogue of the amplification primers, using computer to analyse the statistics and 
demonstrate the effect of the chaotic system. 
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